
February 1, 2017 
 
So - one late - one early...for those of you that were not able to make it (and there was a lot) here is 
what you missed. 
 
President Linda opened up the meeting and Norm said the invocation and we all remembered the great 
man that Jack Demmer was.  He will be missed by many. 
 
And as always with his hand being raised in the back of the room - Al the "FINE GUY" put a fine on 
dapper dressed suit and "tax tie" Jerry because his "money clip" was that of a big binder paper clip.  We 
all agreed to the fine because he had on at least a $500 suit and $50 tie - and a black & silver binder clip 
to hold his money.  I was wondering if he was Mafia??? 
So we all have is number now... 
 
As stated - not many showed up.  So the usual 3 tables all had empty seats - and Jerry (it was his night) 
suggested that "the fun table" - Richard - Norm & myself move over to the  
"Democrat" table as there were empty seats there.   Since Norm & I were the first members to enter the 
doors at 5:45 pm - we said NO - that the Democrats could come to "our" table. Well that left the "quiet 
table" of Al - Pat Abbott - Larry - Ray & Pat Richardson.... So the nice guys & gal that they are.... decided 
that Pat A. & Ray would go keep Linda company, and then Al - Larry - Pat R - moved to our table.... Guess 
the Democrats lost again???  But FUN was had by all. 
 
The highlight of the meeting for a few of us was when Ray got out his Ukalalee (spelling>) and sang his 
"written song" - it was so funny and I can't remember the words - something about a "baby" - but he put 
his heart & soul in it and it was AWESOME!!! We ALL enjoyed it.  Thanks Ray - hope you can do 
something around the "camp fire" at the Log Cabin. 
 
So we had a great dinner - our fines & happy dollars done - and the meeting ended about 7:30 pm and 
THANK YOU to Larry for being our "little league" sponsor - great night to offer up - as there were only 
about 3 drinking... timing is everything they say. 
 
DON'T FORGET:  Feb 8th - Valentines meeting 
                             Feb 15th - Log Cabin BBQ 
                             Feb. 22nd - KIWANIS MOVIE NIGHT 
 
Is this short enough SKIP??? 
 
Signing off - the "BOSSY BOOMER" 


